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Our unique insight 
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Heritage: 
BAE Systems has provided financial crime solutions for more than 
20 years serving more than 170 customers throughout the world 
 

Marketshare: 
50%+ of the global Top 40 Tier I financial institutions use 
NetReveal FinCrime solutions 
 

Global: 
Our customers are based in 90 countries around the world with 
particular footprints in North America, UKIMEA & APAC 
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Protect Nation States & Citizens 
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Issue at hand  



In the News 



Publically-known intrusions from 2018 and 2019 



Borderless Crime 

 The Business Email Compromise / Email Account Compromise scam                                   
continues to grow and evolve, targeting small, medium, and large business and 
personal transactions.  

 Between December 2016 and May 2018, there was a 136% increase in identified 
global exposed losses.  

 The scam has been reported in all 50 states and in 150 countries. Victim complaints 
filed with the IC3 and financial sources indicate fraudulent transfers have been sent 
to 115 countries. 



Market Issue 

 FBI’s 2017 Internet Crime Report included over 300,000 reported cases of cyber-
crime, with total losses of more than $1.4 billion.  

 Although only the 10th most common form of cyber-crime, BEC represented the 
highest reported losses - at more than $676 million. 

 This was almost double the BEC-related losses in 2016.  



FBI Reporting 

Domestic and international incidents: 

Domestic and international exposed dollar loss: 

78,617 

$12,536,948,299 

Total U.S. victims: 

Total U.S. victims dollar loss: 

41,058 

$2,935,161,457 

Source: www.ic3.gov 

The following BEC/EAC statistics were reported in victim complaints where a  
country was identified to the IC3 from October 2013 to May 2018: 



 

Tools, tactics  
and procedures 



Terms and Basics 

 Spearphishing: Targeted attempts to infiltrate device via malware. 

 Executive Targeting / Whaling: Concise targeting of C&E resources. 

 Cyber-Event: An attempt to compromise or gain unauthorized electronic access to electronic systems, 
services, resources, or information 

 Cyber-Enabled Crime: Illegal activities (e.g., fraud, money laundering, identity theft) carried out or 
facilitated by electronic systems and devices, such as networks and computers.  

 Cyber-Related Information: Information that describes technical details of electronic activity and 
behavior, such as IP addresses, timestamps, and Indicators of Compromise (IOCs).  



We’re all human… 

“People have an illicit trust in banking institutions, so they do not question interactions and hand over information. This is 

partly due to how we are neurologically and psychologically designed to build relationships. We need to train people 

to be less trusting online.” 
 
 
 

Anon*, Social Engineering TI Analyst 
 



Create • Develop Tools 

Distribute • Infect Device 

Harvest • Capture Data 

Filter • Refine & Prepare 

Execute • Initiate Fraudulent Transfer 

Launder • Clean the Funds 

Fraud Kill Chain 





 

Case Study 



 

 Was produced through internal                         
BAE Systems TI team  

 Investigation began shortly after the                    
theft of funds  

 Enterprise customer located in the               
United Kingdom  

 May 2018 was investigation period 

 Chatham House Rules apply, please be 
considerate with material 

The Details  



To set the scene, a company is in the process of 
claiming money from their insurers, with contractors 
acting on their behalf to claim the money.  
 
The attackers impersonate the contractors in order to 
steal money from the insurers, in a series of events 
described below. In the images the speech bubbles 
represent emails being sent from left to right. 
Impersonated individuals are shown as orange icons.  



1 

Contractor Contractor’s 
Colleagues 

Insurer Claimer 

To arrange the transfer of money from the insurance company to the contractors, an email thread was being 
used by the parties involved, including multiple people from the contractor company, one person from the 
company claiming money, and one person from the insurance company. The contractors provide account 
details to the insurers for them to use in the transfer of the money being paid out.  

Here are the account details for 
the insurer to send the money to  



2 

Attacker Impersonating 
Contractor 

“Contractor’s 
Colleagues” 

Insurer “Claimer” 

Attacker sends a spoofed email impersonating one of the contractors, to what appears to be the entire email thread. The attacker claims the 
account to be used for funds transfer is experiencing technical problems, and as such, funds should be transferred to a different account. 
 
However, the only correct email address is that of the insurer – the rest having been replaced with false email addresses spoofing the 
legitimate email addresses. As a result, the legitimate contractor will have had no visibility of this email, and the conversation in that thread 
is then directly between the attacker and the insurer. At this stage, the attacker does not provide a new (attacker-owned) account to use.  

Actually, this account is 
experiencing technical problems 



3 

Contractor 

A week later, a legitimate email is sent from the contractor to the insurer asking for an update as to whether the 
payment has been completed.  

Insurer, have you made the 
payment yet? 

Contractor’s 
Colleagues 

Insurer Claimer 



4 

Less than half an hour later, the attacker sends another email to the insurer purporting to be from the contractor, 
providing new, malicious, bank account details.  

Oh, and here are the new 
account details 

Attacker Impersonating 
Contractor 

“Contractor’s 
Colleagues” 

Insurer “Claimer” 



5 

The insurer goes ahead and sends the funds to the fraudulent account.  

Attacker Impersonating 
Contractor 

Insurer 



6 

Contractor 

A while later, the legitimate contractor contacts the insurance company to inform them they had not  
received the funds, and to ask for a status update on the transfer, at which point the fact that a fraud has taken 
place is realized.  

What’s the status of the transfer? 

Contractor’s 
Colleagues 

Insurer Claimer 



 This is an ingenious method of socially engineering the insurers. The attacker used multiple techniques 
in order to evade detection, including falsifying email headers to redirect replies to an account owned by 
the attacker, and falsifying recipient addresses in order to prevent other legitimate employees being 
included in the chain and spotting the attack.  

 Further investigation revealed that the attacker likely sent the malicious emails using an email service 
operated by GoDaddy, which allows the spoofing of email addresses. Therefore the attacker did not send 
the emails from the contractor’s legitimate email account.  

 This could be because the attacker did not have access to the contractor’s email account, or they could 
have wanted to keep their activity away from corporate systems.  



 However - *if* the attacker did not have access to the contractor’s email account, there remains a 
question as to how they had sight of the legitimate email thread in order to falsify a convincing 
correspondence. One possible scenario is that the attacker could have had access to the machines or 
networks of one of the legitimate individuals included on the thread.  

 There are many ways the attacker could have gained access to an email account, through malware on 
the victim machine, further social engineering, or credential stuffing – but in this case, the details of this 
initial compromise are unknown and were not revealed through log reviews.  



 

BSA/Compliance 
Recommendations 



Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)/Suspicious Activity Report 
(SAR) for Financial Crimes/AML Compliance per 
FinCen 

 FinCEN and law enforcement regularly use information financial institutions report under the BSA to 
initiate investigations, identify criminals, and disrupt and dismantle criminal networks.   

 The cyber-related information that financial institutions include in this reporting is a valuable source of 
investigatory leads.  

 Law enforcement has been able to use cyber-related information reported—such as IP addresses with 
timestamps, cyber-event data, and virtual-wallet information—to track criminals, identify victims, and 
trace illicit funds. 



Mandatory SAR reporting of cyber-events per FinCen 

 A financial institution is required to report a suspicious transaction conducted or attempted by, at, or 
through the institution that involves or aggregates to $5,000 or more in funds or other assets. 

 If a financial institution knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect that a cyber-event was intended, in 
whole or in part, to conduct, facilitate, or affect a transaction or a series of transactions, it should be 
considered part of an attempt to conduct a suspicious transaction or series of transactions.  

 Cyber-events targeting financial institutions that could affect a transaction or series of transactions 
would be reportable as suspicious transactions because they are unauthorized, relevant to a possible 
violation of law or regulation, and regularly involve efforts to acquire funds through illegal activities. 



Mandatory SAR reporting of cyber-events per FinCen 

 In determining whether a cyber-event should be reported, a financial institution should consider all 
available information surrounding the cyber-event, including its nature and the information and 
systems targeted.  

 Similarly, to determine monetary amounts involved in the transactions or attempted transactions, a 
financial institution should consider in aggregate the funds and assets involved in or put at risk by the 
cyber-event.  



Voluntary reporting of cyber-events  per FinCen 

FinCEN encourages, but does not require, financial institutions to report 
egregious, significant, or damaging cyber-events and cyber-enabled crime 

when such events and crime do not otherwise require the filing of a SAR. 
Example- Cyber disabling of a bank’s on-line banking system 



Reporting cyber-related information involving  
cyber-events  per FinCen  

 Description and magnitude of the event 

 Known or suspected time, location, and characteristics or signatures of the event 

 Indicators of compromise 

 Relevant IP addresses and their timestamps 

 Device identifiers 

 Methodologies used 

 Other information the institution believes is relevant 



Collaboration between BSA/AML and 
Cybersecurity Units  per FinCen  

 Collaboration and ongoing communication among BSA/AML, cybersecurity, and other units will help 
financial institutions conduct a more comprehensive threat assessment and develop appropriate risk 
management strategies to identify, report, and mitigate cyber-events and cyber-enabled crime.  

 Accordingly, financial institutions are encouraged to internally share relevant information from across 
the organization, including, as appropriate, with BSA/AML staff, cybersecurity personnel, fraud 
prevention teams, and other potentially affected units. 



Sharing Cyber-Related Information between 
Financial Institutions per FinCen 

 Under Section 314(b), financial institutions may share information, including cyber-related 
information, regarding individuals, entities, organizations, and countries for the purposes of identifying 
and reporting money laundering and terrorist activities. 

  Financial institutions may receive 314(b) safe harbor protections when sharing cyber-related 
information for the above mentioned purposes. 



 

Business Line 
Security Recommendations 



Fraud Business Unit  

 Education of employees – training to increase awareness and understanding of Business Email Compromise in 
particular, as well as generic phishing. This is crucial for senior management and finance employees. Tests 
throughout the year can also be helpful.  

 Flag external emails – automatic warning messages at the top of an email to alert staff when an email originates 
from outside of the corporate network.  

 Implement two-factor authentication – this helps prevent attackers gaining access to legitimate corporate email 
accounts. Any email accounts that are accessible from the web should also be monitored for credential brute force 
attacks.  

 Have response actions prepared – outline the steps that would need to be taken should an attack such as this be 
successful. Several high-profile CEO-fraud cases were able to recover significant portions of stolen funds by 
contacting the authorities quickly.  

 Limit open-source information – be particularly careful about details surrounding mergers and acquisitions that 
could easily be exploited by an attacker. As well as third parties such as LinkedIn and company websites, out-of-
office emails often provide useful information to an attacker.  



Information Security 

 Blocking spoofed emails – email protection systems can be used to prevent mail from being received if the sender 
address has been spoofed – this would have mitigated the attack in the case study above. Implementing a DMARC 
(Domain Message Authentication Reporting & Conformance) policy can also be used to prevent against attackers 
sending emails that spoof your own domain, but this does not prevent against inbound emails to your 
organization that have spoofed a separate domain.  

 Track typo-squatting domains – issue alerts to security teams when domains that closely resemble the 
company’s domain are registered. If obvious alternatives to the company name are registered, incoming emails 
from these domains can be flagged. Attackers have been observed using Punycode characters to register domains 
that look legitimate in what we are calling IDN (Internationalized Domain Name) homograph attacks. Staff 
should be advised about this risk. In addition, some Browsers have given the option for users to amend which 
languages are translated automatically.  

 Ensure strong policies around supplier information – any changes to contact details or bank information should be 
validated by a third-party to avoid manipulation by an attacker. Some financial institutions hold requests for 
international wire transfers for a set period of time to verify the request.  



 

Questions? 



 

Thank You 
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Contact us 

E: learn@baesystems.com 

W: baesystems.com/bankinginsights 

BAEsystems.com/TheIntelligenceNetwork 
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